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Welcome
Welcome to the twelfth edition of the Olivewood monthly newsletter. We cannot
believe that we are in the fourth month of 2021 already, and what an eventful month
it has been. With regulations once again allowing for events to take place, enquiries
have been coming in at an incredible rate, and the remainder of 2021 is set to be a
very eventful, busy one.
Our team continue to work hard daily to ensure that your Olivewood experience is
one to be remembered. Covid-19 protocols remain in place to ensure the safety of
guests, residents and staff members. We will continue to serve guests with smiles on
our faces, even though they are not currently visible. We would like to take this
opportunity to once again thank each of you for your continued support
throughout the pandemic.

P roperty
March has shown momentum following our festive season on the sales front. This is a key
indicator of a progressive year in 2021. Clients have shown huge interest in owning
property within the estate. We have new interest in our Lodge one rental and multiple
offers to purchases on plots around the estate. Erf ’s 2402, 2401, 2400, 2399, 2374 have
received offers to purchase. A number of plots have been opened for soil examination and
testing. This is in preparation for construction by plot owners looking to develop their
plots.
There has also been great progress on the development on Erf 1902 which has one of the
best views of both the river and the ocean. This particular project is estimated to be
finished during mid-calendar-year.
Olivewood is one of the best Private Estates in the Eastern Cape. The idea of an urban
home in such a natural environment and atmosphere has been drawing people from all
over the world. This demand for Olivewood plots has resulted in an increment in the plot
prices. These increments will be implemented from the 1st of April 2021. Increases are
necessary with the growth of the estate and the need to keep up with annual economic
inflation.
THE FOLLOWING IS AN ILLUSTRATION OF A FEW OF THE INCREMENTS:
PHASE HIGHLANDS
PLOT NO.

SIZE (M²)

2020 PRICE INCL. VAT

2021 PRICE INCL. VAT

PRICE INCREASE (%)

2408

587

R650 000.00

R690 000.00

6,2%

2406

1 039

R1 150 000.00

R1 220 000.00

6,1%

PHASE SUMMERFIELD’S
PLOT NO.

SIZE (M²)

2020 PRICE INCL. VAT

2021 PRICE INCL. VAT

PRICE INCREASE (%)

1715

805

R646 000.00

R690 000.00

6,8%

1738

1 366

R1 054 000.00

R1 120 000.00

6,3%

Economic concepts are very important with regards to property. There is an economic
concept called ‘Positional Good’. According to various economists, these are goods which
are valued by the people because of their limited supply and they also convey a high
relative standing within society. These goods usually exhibit high quality and features. This
is the motive force which drives Olivewood to offer its clients plots which exhibit high
quality and features. Our plots have conveyed a high relative standing within society, this
has resulted in more and more people, from all corners of the globe coming to view
property and conveying their interests in owning property within our beloved estate.
Olivewood has a policy which encourages residents to start building 30 months from date
of Transfer to breaking ground for Construction. We call this policy the “Building
Moratorium”. March has seen a great number of people showing interest in acquiring our
plots. There is a lot of growth and a lot to expect for the year. So here at Olivewood we say,
HERE WE GO!!!!

Golf
Sitting here and writing the column for this month, I look outside as yet another
day with the promise that rain was predicted fades away. It has been the norm
this month to keep looking to the sky for a sign of a single drop of rain, but alas,
we go without due to what seems like a never-ending heat wave hits East
London. Now we all know that there is no good substitute for rain, but I can
only commend the work done by Ashley, Algy and Michael in keeping the
course in top conditions and bringing smiles to the faces of all the golfers
playing. It is the exact reason why our review system is working so well, with
golfers being able fill in our new review and rating card, as seen below.
Review the Course
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Thank you for taking the time to complete this card.

We hope to welcome you back soon

The NFB Order of Merit came to an exciting end in February with a three-way tie
for top honors. Congratulations goes to Jonathan Cowie, who emerged victorious
over Hester Jakobi (2nd place) and Neil Cowie (3rd place) in the count out. A
special mention and thanks must go to Steve Pope and NFB Insurance Brokers for
their sponsorship of this tournament. We look forward to this year’s Order of Merit
being just as close and exciting throughout.
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JONOTHAN COWIE
HESTER JAKOBI
NEIL COWIE
KELVYN BREETZKE
MICHAEL COWIE
DOUG JAKOBI
ANDREW MANTHE
ERNST KRIEK
STUART WARREN-STONE
WESLEY MACEWAN
STEVE POPE
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ETHAN BREETZKE
MATTHEW POPE
JOHAN VAN LOGGERENBERG JNR
IAN DONOVAN
PETER DESSINGTON
BEVAN VILJOEN
JOHAN VAN LOGGERENBERG SNR
BRENDON DART
ALLAN CLIFFORD
SEAN COETZEE
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TRISTAN VIGNE
WARREN WOOD
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We would like to congratulate Werner Potgieter on his recent national tournament.
Werner had rounds of 71, 73, 70 and 70 to finish T36 on Level Par in a star-studded
field. He has shown over multiple tournaments now that he is able to rub shoulders
with the best amateurs in South Africa and we cannot wait to see his growth the rest
of this year and in the tournaments to come.
Until next time, swing easy,

Dylan Reid
(Golf Manager)

Green Keepers
update
As we have noticed our rainfall over the last few weeks has been a lot lower than the
previous 3 months where we enjoyed a great amount of rain! Although the course is
still holding up well with the warmer conditions, the heat has resulted in the fairways
hardening up a bit.
We have been able to dome some cultural practices at the beginning of the month
where we did a needle tyne on all the greens, followed by dusting. The needle tyning is
not disruptive at all and allows golfers to play straight away. Dusting the greens is a
very common and necessary practice which allows a smoother, truer and firmer
surface. This may also assist in keeping the surface of the greens drier, reducing disease
pressure.
We have also done a fertilizer application to the tees, which will assist in the recovery
of some of the tees which have taken a lot of traffic, especially the par 3’s. The
maintenance staff always appreciate it when members make an effort to fill divots on
the tees, and we encourage our members to make a point of doing this every time!
Algy has been ongoing with his projects and we can see the amount of work he has
done on the left and righthand side of 16. He has also been busy with the widening of
the 10 canals close to the 10th green.
We have also been working on widening and changing
some of the cutting lines on the fairways and green
surrounds. The team will be working
consistently to improve the playing surfaces
on the course and we look forward to
hopefully welcoming some rain soon!

Ashley
Wicks

(Director of Golf)

Captains
column

I have been lucky enough to play a
number of South Africa’s best golf
courses. When you play at these iconic
venues, especially those which we know
so well from TV coverage, the difference
between the game which we attempt to
play for fun and the game which the
professionals earn a living from is
always highlighted when you try to play
off the back tees, the black tees, the pro
tees!
The modern golf game, at the
professional level and also at the top
amateur level, is about distance and
no-one has rewritten the rules more
than Bryson DeChambeau. A gym
routine of epic proportions at the end of
2019 saw him gain 12kg of muscle
before COVID shut the world down, so
during lockdown he “doubled down”
and gained another 12 kg of muscle by
eating and training like a man
possessed.

The athlete that won
the Arnold Palmer
Invitational at the
beginning of this month
and ended third at The
Player’s Championship is
changing the way golf is
played.
His tee shots are
routinely measured at longer than
300m and when you can putt the
way he does, it is little wonder he
already holds a US Open title.
As a golfer I marvel at what we are
seeing on the world stage, but what does
this mean for the game of golf as a
whole?
The distance debate rages even as I write
this column. There are calls for a
standardized ball for the professionals
that travels less far than the golf balls of
today, but I think that is only a small
part of the problem. The issues around
the ball and equipment in general
should have been dealt with years ago,
but the R&A and the PGA of America
were too busy riding the wave of
economic fortune that golf was
producing. My column inches are
limited, so I will not venture down that
rabbit hole . . . suffice to say that we can
probably lay a good portion of the blame
for the distance issue at the feet of Tiger
Woods.
You see, most of the generation of
professionals striding the fairways today
are a product of the Tiger Woods era.

They grew up watching him and
copying him. And the biggest single
thing he brought to our sport was a
dedicated strength and conditioning
regime. Look at photos of Tiger in 1996
when he turned pro . . . he was a skinny
20-year-old kid. His fitness routine, for
a long time the single biggest secret on
the PGA Tour, has become the stuff of
legend. And as the legend grew, so did
the copycats.
You see, long before there was a Bryson,
there was a Tiger . . . and he was the guy
that won The Masters by a record
margin in 1997, in the process
dominating the par fives to the extent
that the longest second shot he hit all
week to those holes was an eight iron!
Augusta immediately embarked on a
“Tiger-proofing” exercise that basically
meant lengthening the course . . . by a
lot!
And so nowadays there is no
professional golfer worth the label that
does not exercise in the gym, seek
professional help from a stretching and
strengthening perspective, visit the
physiotherapist weekly and follow a diet
specifically tailored to his or her needs.

If you don’t then you are losing ground .
. . and that is before we have discussed
talent, ability or a work ethic when it
comes to practice.
But the question is where does all this
leave us? The club golfer with an
average handicap, teeing it up to enjoy
the fresh air and the exercise?
For me, it is simple . . . use the
appropriate tee based on your ability
and your age. There is no need to
struggle to carry water hazards, or reach
the fairway. We’re out there to have fun
and I can promise you that the
wannabee playing off the tips at Sun
City, just so that he can claim he did so,
had very little fun shooting 95 off his
low handicap.
Enjoy your golf. Catch you next month.

Sean Coetzee
(Golf Club Captain)

Hotel
Hotel Olivewood is surrounded by beautiful gardens and tranquil views, allowing for
picturesque outlooks onto the 18th hole of the golf course, as well as the greenery that
covers the hilltops as far as the eye can see.
We have enjoyed welcoming guests from near and far over the past few weeks with the
long weekends allowing for a tranquil few days away. With many weddings scheduled
throughout the rest of 2021, we are looking forward to hosting many guests in Hotel
Olivewood. What better way to celebrate than with a few nights away with your loved
ones?
Each luxury hotel suite is equipped with air-conditioning, a SMART TV, an indoor and
outdoor shower, mini-bar and a private veranda. An array of wildlife frequent the
gardens in front of the hotel rooms, allowing for spectacular wildlife viewing on your
doorstep.
Spend your afternoons on the veranda overlooking the 18th hole of the golf course,
with a refreshing drink in hand, followed by a relaxing massage in our recently
converted spa room. Experience peace, tranquillity and a lovely pamper session to
make your stay that much more memorable and relaxing.

Book at Hotel Olivewood

Treatment
REGIMA FACIALS

BODY TREATMENTS

Rejuvenating Facial

70min

R880

Back & Neck Massage

30min

R330

Active Oil Facial Massage
& Face Mask

45min

R550

Back & Neck Massage

45min

R495

Back, Neck & Head Massage

60min

R660

Full Body Massage

60min

R660

Hot Stone Back & Neck

30min

R495

HANDS & FEET
Gel Ohh Pedicure & Gel Toes

100min R770

Hot Stone Full Body

60min

R715

Heel Peel

90min

R550

Bamboo Back & Neck

30min

R495

Foot Soak, Scrub, Massage
& Collagen Socks

60min

R660

Bamboo Full Body Massage

60min

R715

Gel Ohh Foot Soak, Scrub
& Massage

50min

R550

MAKE-UP

Hand Soak, Scrub, Massage
& Collagen Gloves

50min

R550

Ultrafoundation Bride

R605

Ultrafoundation Bride Trial

R550

Bridesmaids / Mothers

R440

Matric Farewells

R440

Photoshoot

R440

TINTING
Lash & Brow Tint

30min

R275

Lash Tint

15min

R165

Airbrush

R770

Brow Tint

15min

R165

Airbrush Trial

R715

PACKAGES

PREGGY
PACKAGE

Foot Soak, Scrub & Full Body Massage

60min

R1650 (Per Couple)

Foot Soak, Scrub & Massage and Back & Neck Massage

60min

R1650 (Per Couple)

Gel Ohh Foot Soak, Scrub & Massage (incl. Lower Leg)

1hr 50

R1650

Hand Soak, Massage & Collagen Gloves
Face Massage & Mask

conferencing
and Events
Return to a conference facility that puts your safety alongside our renowned
hospitality. Olivewood brings its signature style, sophistication and service to
ensure the success of your conference or function. Our facilities include conference
venues and meeting spaces that can accommodate between 6 and 200 guests and a
beautifully appointed 24-room boutique hotel overlooking our golf course where
delegates can recharge the batteries after a full day of work.
There’s nothing quite like a change of scenery to add excitement to a corporate
function. With this in mind and the experience in providing exceptional corporate
event and conferencing solutions, wouldn’t you rather have your next event at
Olivewood Estate & Golf Club? Olivewood conferencing, hospitality and events
portfolio caters to each event with every convenience at hand, offering a range of
carefully prepared menus and dishes by qualified, experienced chefs.
Our professional conference and banqueting team are waiting for your call to assist
to assist you with planning your event to ensure the event is memorable.

Enquire Now

Weddings
What a stressful and confusing time this has been. The lockdown regulations have
wreaked havoc with so many individuals’ special day and the entire wedding
industry as a whole. Moving into level 1 lockdown has provided much relief to
some lockdown guidelines and we are so excited to once again be able to host
weddings at Olivewood Estate. Level 1 is here bride and grooms-to-be, let’s get you
married!
We would like to share some important adjustments to the regulations that you will
need to consider when either planning or rescheduling your wedding:
VENUE CAPACITY
Facilities are subject to a limitation of a
maximum of 100 persons or less for
indoor venues and 250 persons or less for
outdoor venues and not more than 50%
of the venue capacity may be used.
CURFEW
The hours of curfew have been adapted
and are as follows: Midnight – 04:00. You
can still enjoy a beautiful celebration. We
would highly recommend starting your
celebrations a little earlier so that your
guests have enough time to get home
before curfew starts.

CERTAIN HEALTH PROTOCOLS
WILL STILL REMAIN
- Social distancing of 1.5 meters
- Wearing of mask at all times
- Regular sanitising of hands and
surfaces
- All guests to be screened and
recorded accordingly upon arrival

Enquire Now

Our 2022 Wedding Packages are available. For any enquiries or venue viewings,
please do not hesitate to contact us.

Food and

beverage
Our team have enjoyed welcoming bigger groups
of guests back to The Restaurant and The
Clubhouse for delectable meals with wonderful
views. Picnics still remain incredibly popular and
allow guests to enjoy their basket contents whilst
basking in the sun and enjoy the beautiful green
views and wildlife.

RESTAURANT
HOURS
Thur - Fri | 12:00 - 20:00
Sat | 8:00 - 20:00
Sun | 8:00 - 14:00
*Public holidays follow Sunday
operating hours

Reserve a Table

Our Chefs have enjoyed putting themed picnic baskets together for events hosted by
Olivewood, such as the New Years Eve Picnic, Valentines Day Picnic and Easter Family
Day Picnic.
We are looking forward to hosting many more small, exclusive events at Olivewood. Our
well-known Chef ’s Table will still take place regularly, along with new food pairing events
and many more wonderful food experiences. All such events are shared through
our social media pages. Be sure to keep an eye out on our relevant
pages so that you do not miss out on the next exclusive event.
With regulations lifting slightly, we have been able
to host larger groups of guests. We have
recently implemented the use of set menu’s
for groups of 20 guests and more. We
would like to remind guests that our
Chef ’s are open to specific menu
requests for larger groups, with
harvest tables and platter style
foods once again becoming
very popular.

Upcoming

Events at olivewood

10
Apr

OW Masters
Members
Tournament

17
Apr

Windhoek
Pairs
Qualifier

10
Apr

OW Red Alert
Hog Day

22
Apr

QACCS

14
Apr

OW Meat
Mania

24
Apr

Cowie
Trading

Find Us
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Facebook

Instagram

Linkedin

Twitter

www.olivewoodestate.com

Until next month...

YouTube

